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JAMES ARNESS™

The Arness rig is styled exactly like the gunbelt James Arness wore in the long running The Arness rig is styled exactly like the gunbelt James Arness wore in the long running 
TV series “Gunsmoke”, where he portrayed U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon. Each rig is serial TV series “Gunsmoke”, where he portrayed U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon. Each rig is serial 
numbered and stamped with the famous James Arness Signature Block. A matching numbered and stamped with the famous James Arness Signature Block. A matching 
serial numbered Certificate of Authenticity is included. A true collectors item, this rig is serial numbered Certificate of Authenticity is included. A true collectors item, this rig is 
beautifully hand made, one at a time, especially for you.beautifully hand made, one at a time, especially for you.

Frontier Gunleather holsters and gunbelts are handcrafted like no 

Frontier Gunleather holsters and gunbelts are handcrafted like no 

others today. Twenty-six highly-skilled hand operations, the use of 

others today. Twenty-six highly-skilled hand operations, the use of 

seventeen precision hand tools, three machine operations, and Bianchi’s 

seventeen precision hand tools, three machine operations, and Bianchi’s 

lifetime of experience go into each and every treasured piece.

lifetime of experience go into each and every treasured piece.

Handcrafted the old-fashioned way, one-at-a-time by 

Handcrafted the old-fashioned way, one-at-a-time by master craftsmen
master craftsmen, , 

Frontier Gunleather brings back a revival of the turn-of-the-century styles and 

Frontier Gunleather brings back a revival of the turn-of-the-century styles and 

craftsmanship. These collector quality holster outfits represent the best examples 

craftsmanship. These collector quality holster outfits represent the best examples 

of the cowboy-gunfighter culture for collectors, decorators and shooters alike.

of the cowboy-gunfighter culture for collectors, decorators and shooters alike.

John Bianchi’s Frontier Gunleather is a true art form; an investment in 

John Bianchi’s Frontier Gunleather is a true art form; an investment in 

tomorrow’s antiquities. The price you pay for any handcrafted product is 

tomorrow’s antiquities. The price you pay for any handcrafted product is 

based on three things: the quality of the workmanship, materials and design. 

based on three things: the quality of the workmanship, materials and design. 

An additional and most important element is the reputation of the maker.

An additional and most important element is the reputation of the maker.

John Bianchi is one of the oldest and most trusted names in “Gunleather.” The 

John Bianchi is one of the oldest and most trusted names in “Gunleather.” The 

price you pay for Frontier Gunleather reflects a 60-year-old worldwide reputation 

price you pay for Frontier Gunleather reflects a 60-year-old worldwide reputation 

for premier quality. Don’t settle for an over the counter holster when you can 

for premier quality. Don’t settle for an over the counter holster when you can 

have the best in the business, custom made especially for you and your gun.

have the best in the business, custom made especially for you and your gun.

Complimentary matching trouser belt 
 included when you order the complete set! 

 (A $75$75 Value!)

Officially Authorized and  Officially Authorized and  
Serial Numbered GunbeltSerial Numbered Gunbelt

MODEL #1953

Single Rig Single Rig $795$795

 James Arness  
U.S. Marshal Badge  

$175$175
Serial numbered with James 

Arness signature on back. 
Includes Certificate of 

Authenticity.
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MODEL 100™

This rig is a re-creation of the original versions John This rig is a re-creation of the original versions John 
Bianchi made for the all-time greatest western film star. Bianchi made for the all-time greatest western film star. 

Seen in countless classic western films, the holster Seen in countless classic western films, the holster 
design is the Half-Breed style, and is mounted on a design is the Half-Breed style, and is mounted on a 
comfortable straight cut belt made from rough-out, comfortable straight cut belt made from rough-out, 
mellow tanned cowhide.   (.22 Caliber not available.)mellow tanned cowhide.   (.22 Caliber not available.)

Holster Holster $185 $185 ||  Belt Belt $210 $210 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $385$385

“DUKE’S SPEACIAL”

For “A Few Dollars More”, we’ll tell you who the tall, lanky For “A Few Dollars More”, we’ll tell you who the tall, lanky 
”Man With No Name” is, and a lot more! The Rawhide Rig ”Man With No Name” is, and a lot more! The Rawhide Rig 
is an original, faithful rendition of the gunbelt worn  is an original, faithful rendition of the gunbelt worn  
by one of the most popular western stars in countless TV by one of the most popular western stars in countless TV 
and film productions. The Rawhide outfit features a and film productions. The Rawhide outfit features a 
contoured, tapered gunbelt with fancy stitching design  contoured, tapered gunbelt with fancy stitching design  
and heavy duty solid brass buckle set. The holster has an and heavy duty solid brass buckle set. The holster has an 
exposed trigger guard, reinforced cylinder area and a  exposed trigger guard, reinforced cylinder area and a  
special muzzle forward tilt for fast gun play. A real classic special muzzle forward tilt for fast gun play. A real classic 
design. Rugged, fully leather lined, heavy duty  design. Rugged, fully leather lined, heavy duty  
construction top off this great outfit.construction top off this great outfit.

RAWHIDE™

Rawhide HolsterRawhide Holster $275  $275 
Rawhide Belt Rawhide Belt $285$285

Rawhide Single Rig Rawhide Single Rig $550$550

MODEL #1888

Complimentary matching 
trouser belt  included when 
you order the complete set! 

 (A $75$75 Value!)

OptionalOptional
Gunfighter Gunfighter 
BuckleBuckle
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PALADIN™

Relive those golden years of TV westerns Relive those golden years of TV westerns 
with this faithful recreation of one of the with this faithful recreation of one of the 
most popular gunbelts of the TV west. The most popular gunbelts of the TV west. The 
Paladin features heavy duty construction and Paladin features heavy duty construction and 
an authentic sterling silver chessman on the an authentic sterling silver chessman on the 
holster. Made to your exact specifications  holster. Made to your exact specifications  
and gun model.and gun model.

Single Rig Single Rig $850$850

MODEL #1957

BUSCADERO
GUNBELT™

The finest work of its kind in the world this The finest work of its kind in the world this 

elaborately stamped rig is trimmed with optional, elaborately stamped rig is trimmed with optional, 

traditional sterling silver accents, hand engraved traditional sterling silver accents, hand engraved 

2-piece buckle set on holster, and Eldorado™ buckle. 2-piece buckle set on holster, and Eldorado™ buckle. 

Available in single and double configurations. Shown Available in single and double configurations. Shown 

in hand rubbed chestnut oil stain, with fancy border in hand rubbed chestnut oil stain, with fancy border 

stamping. Also available in plain saddle tan with stamping. Also available in plain saddle tan with 

standard buckles.standard buckles.

  Border  Border
 Plain Stamped Plain Stamped

Single Rig  Single Rig  $645 $675$645 $675
Double Rig  Double Rig  $895 $1,100$895 $1,100

*Call for quote on deluxe model*Call for quote on deluxe model

MODEL #103

Complimentary matching Black trouser 
belt  included when you order the 
complete set!  (A $75$75 Value!)

Standard
Options

* Shown with
    deluxe options

A new model gunbelt and holster that has all the great A new model gunbelt and holster that has all the great 
features and design styling found in the great gunbelts features and design styling found in the great gunbelts 
from the days of the old west.from the days of the old west.

Adorned with high quality silver conchos and Double Adorned with high quality silver conchos and Double 
Row Hand-Stamped Border Design on a contoured Row Hand-Stamped Border Design on a contoured 
gunbelt along with full leather lining and heavy duty gunbelt along with full leather lining and heavy duty 
saddle stitching. For double and single action revolvers. saddle stitching. For double and single action revolvers. 
A true classic for all times.A true classic for all times.

The Durango includes our great The Durango includes our great 
Eldorado buckle in antique finish. Eldorado buckle in antique finish. 

MODEL #1899

Holster Holster $285 $285 ||  Cartridge Belt Cartridge Belt $395 $395 ||  Full Rig Full Rig $670$670
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SANTA FE BUCKLE
A beautiful, heavy cast, Nickel Silver 1  1/2“ buckle, A beautiful, heavy cast, Nickel Silver 1  1/2“ buckle, 

with  deeply cast, ornate design.  with  deeply cast, ornate design.  $75$75
See our buckle selection on page 33

John Wesley Hardin was one of the John Wesley Hardin was one of the 
most notorious gunfighters of the most notorious gunfighters of the 

old west. A veteran of numerous gun old west. A veteran of numerous gun 
fights, he built a reputation as a contentious, quick fights, he built a reputation as a contentious, quick 

to shoot, character of ill repute. Hardin lived by the gun to shoot, character of ill repute. Hardin lived by the gun 
and died by the gun! The John Wesley Hardin Gunbelt, and died by the gun! The John Wesley Hardin Gunbelt, 
is rugged in its straight forward simplicity. The gunbelt is rugged in its straight forward simplicity. The gunbelt 

carries a loop style holster high on the straight cut 2 1/2” carries a loop style holster high on the straight cut 2 1/2” 
wide cartridge belt, tapered to a 1 1/2” wide old style buckle. wide cartridge belt, tapered to a 1 1/2” wide old style buckle. 
Both belt and holster are fully leather lined, saddle stitched Both belt and holster are fully leather lined, saddle stitched 

and finished in old world chestnut color. and finished in old world chestnut color. 

JOHN WESLEY
HARDIN™

MODEL #1886

JWH Holster JWH Holster $180 $180 ||  JWH Gunbelt JWH Gunbelt $195 $195 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $375$375

U.S. MARSHAL’S BADGE™

This high quality, die-struck, collector’s quality badge This high quality, die-struck, collector’s quality badge 
is an actual re-strike from an authentic, historical is an actual re-strike from an authentic, historical 
lawman’s badge from the 1880’s period of the American lawman’s badge from the 1880’s period of the American 
West. The badge maker’s art is immediately obvious in West. The badge maker’s art is immediately obvious in 
this heavyweight jeweler’s quality, German Nickel silver this heavyweight jeweler’s quality, German Nickel silver 
piece. Measuring 2 ¼” wide by 2 ¾” high, this badge is piece. Measuring 2 ¼” wide by 2 ¾” high, this badge is 
richly scroll engraved, stamped with the U.S. Marshal richly scroll engraved, stamped with the U.S. Marshal 
designation, and features a cut out star, trimmed with a designation, and features a cut out star, trimmed with a 
fancy border design.  A pin clasp allows the badge to be fancy border design.  A pin clasp allows the badge to be 
worn. Accompanied by a signed and numbered certificate worn. Accompanied by a signed and numbered certificate 
of authenticity and a hinged, leather covered storage box. of authenticity and a hinged, leather covered storage box. 

$145$145

MODEL #USM

William H Bonney, AKA “Billy the Kid”, a notorious scoundrel William H Bonney, AKA “Billy the Kid”, a notorious scoundrel 
of ill repute with few socially redeeming attributes, was a of ill repute with few socially redeeming attributes, was a 
major participant in the bloody Lincoln County, New Mexico major participant in the bloody Lincoln County, New Mexico 
war in the late 1870s.He was often glamorized by the press war in the late 1870s.He was often glamorized by the press 
of the day and the pages of fictionalized western American of the day and the pages of fictionalized western American 
history.  Although Billy was right handed, he was thought history.  Although Billy was right handed, he was thought 
to be left handed due to the reversal of the only known to be left handed due to the reversal of the only known 
tintype photo of him. He lived by the gun and he died by tintype photo of him. He lived by the gun and he died by 
the gun at age 21 in 1881. His unique gunbelt and “V” cut the gun at age 21 in 1881. His unique gunbelt and “V” cut 
holster for his Colt .45 Peacemaker has been faithfully holster for his Colt .45 Peacemaker has been faithfully 
and accurately reproduced based on the best and accurately reproduced based on the best 

photographic evidence available.photographic evidence available.
MODEL #1880

Holster Holster $210$210  

Belt Belt $265$265  

Complete Rig Complete Rig 

$465$465
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BILL TILGHMAN™

The all new Model 1897 is a tribute to controversial The all new Model 1897 is a tribute to controversial 
lawman and gunfighter, Bill Tilghman 1854-1924. lawman and gunfighter, Bill Tilghman 1854-1924. 
A contemporary of Wyatt Earp, Bill Tilghman A contemporary of Wyatt Earp, Bill Tilghman 
was city marshal of Dodge City, Kansas, and was city marshal of Dodge City, Kansas, and 
Deputy U.S. Marshal for the Oklahoma Territory Deputy U.S. Marshal for the Oklahoma Territory 
under Bat Masterson, Tilghman lived and died under Bat Masterson, Tilghman lived and died 
by the gun at age 70 in the line of duty. The new by the gun at age 70 in the line of duty. The new 
Tilghman gunbelt outfit represents the latest Tilghman gunbelt outfit represents the latest 
design refinements and subtle eye appeal and design refinements and subtle eye appeal and 
performance improvements of the late 19th performance improvements of the late 19th 
century. Both holster and gunbelt are fully century. Both holster and gunbelt are fully 
leather lined, saddle stitched and finished in leather lined, saddle stitched and finished in 

antique chestnut color.  Made to last a antique chestnut color.  Made to last a 
lifetime.lifetime.

MODEL #1897

Holster available  Holster available  
for all large frame  for all large frame  
revolvers  revolvers  $210$210
Cartridge Belt  Cartridge Belt  $265$265
Complete Outfit  Complete Outfit  $465$465

WYATT EARP™

From those wild and colorful  days of the “OK” Corral, comes this classic design of the From those wild and colorful  days of the “OK” Corral, comes this classic design of the 
1870’s. The new Wyatt Earp gunbelt embodies all of the features found in the holster 1870’s. The new Wyatt Earp gunbelt embodies all of the features found in the holster 
outfits of the period.   All custom made, one at a time for you and your sixgun.  Belt outfits of the period.   All custom made, one at a time for you and your sixgun.  Belt 
and holster are fully leather lined and saddle stitched.  Made for all large frame single and holster are fully leather lined and saddle stitched.  Made for all large frame single 
and double action revolvers.and double action revolvers.

MODEL #1882

  Fancy Border  Fancy Border
 Plain Stamped Plain Stamped

Holster  Holster  $180 $205$180 $205
Belt  Belt  $275 $295$275 $295
Complete Outfit  Complete Outfit  $445 $490$445 $490
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TEXAS RANGER™

The Texas Ranger outfit is a new addition The Texas Ranger outfit is a new addition 
of a classic turn of the century gunbelt of a classic turn of the century gunbelt 
outfit favored by the Texas Rangers and outfit favored by the Texas Rangers and 
other law enforcement officers patrolling other law enforcement officers patrolling 
the Mexican border. This elegantly the Mexican border. This elegantly 
styled,fully leather lined fancy stamped styled,fully leather lined fancy stamped 
and saddle stitched outfit with hand laced and saddle stitched outfit with hand laced 
holster is available in two belt widths,   holster is available in two belt widths,   
1 3/4” or 2 1/4” and features a deluxe 1” 1 3/4” or 2 1/4” and features a deluxe 1” 
silver 3-piece buckle set. silver 3-piece buckle set. 

MODEL #1910

 Available for all large frame handguns 
as shown. Buckle sets will vary based on  

availability from our custom buckle makers. 
Optional 12 or 24 cartridge loops on belt.

You are responsible for 
 furnishing accurate belt 

 measurement information.

OPTIONAL OPTIONAL 
Sterling Silver Sterling Silver 
1 1/4” buckle 1 1/4” buckle 
and keeper is and keeper is 
available for available for 

$195$195..

Optional 
 Sterling Silver 
2-piece 
 Buckle set.

Standard 
Buckle set.

Holster Holster $270  $270  
1 3/4”1 3/4”  Cartridge Belt Cartridge Belt $210 $210 (( $240  $240 with loops)with loops)

2 1/4”2 1/4”  Cartridge Belt Cartridge Belt $230 $230 (( $265  $265 with loops)with loops)

Double magazine pouch Double magazine pouch $110$110
12 loop cartridge slide 12 loop cartridge slide $120$120

The new Sundance gunbelt and holster outfit The new Sundance gunbelt and holster outfit 
is a fully lined heavy duty turn of the century is a fully lined heavy duty turn of the century 
rig worn by lawmen in the outback country.  rig worn by lawmen in the outback country.  
Offered for single and double action revolvers Offered for single and double action revolvers 
with 4” to 6” barrels.  The Sundance outfit with 4” to 6” barrels.  The Sundance outfit 
offers a more stylish design than the early offers a more stylish design than the early 
frontier models from the days of the rugged frontier models from the days of the rugged 
frontier.  This cartridge belt is 2 ¾” wide and frontier.  This cartridge belt is 2 ¾” wide and 
carries 24 to 30 large caliber cartridges. The carries 24 to 30 large caliber cartridges. The 
holster features a unique “jock” strap style holster features a unique “jock” strap style 
retention strap.retention strap.

MODEL #1890

 Plain Border Stamped Plain Border Stamped

Holster  Holster  $225 $250$225 $250
Belt  Belt  $265 $285$265 $285
Complete Rig Complete Rig $480 $525$480 $525
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BUFFALO BELT
MONEY BELT™

The design of the money style belt was a The design of the money style belt was a 
favorite in the Old West. The favorite in the Old West. The 
hollow area inside the hollow area inside the 
belt was used to belt was used to 
store important store important 
papers and a few papers and a few 
coins. The extra wide coins. The extra wide 
3 inch accommodates  a 3 inch accommodates  a 
wide variety of rifle and wide variety of rifle and 
pistol calibers. Offered pistol calibers. Offered 
with a 2” buckle, extra fancy with a 2” buckle, extra fancy 
border stamp design, full leather border stamp design, full leather 
lining, finished in hand rubbed antique lining, finished in hand rubbed antique 
chestnut stain. chestnut stain. 

MODEL #1895

1895 money belt 1895 money belt $390 $390 ||  
1895 half skirt Mexican loops holster 1895 half skirt Mexican loops holster $265$265
1895 custom made1895 custom made
knife sheath with kydex safety liner knife sheath with kydex safety liner $245$245

BAT MASTERSON™

Bat Masterson was a dapper dressed gambler, Bat Masterson was a dapper dressed gambler, 
gunfighter, lawman, and contemporary of Wyatt gunfighter, lawman, and contemporary of Wyatt 
Earp and Doc Holliday.  Bat Masterson was known to Earp and Doc Holliday.  Bat Masterson was known to 
prefer a small discrete cross draw holster for his 4 ¾” prefer a small discrete cross draw holster for his 4 ¾” 
barreled Colt Single Action Army he ordered special barreled Colt Single Action Army he ordered special 
from the Colt factory. The cross-draw style holster from the Colt factory. The cross-draw style holster 
allowed quick access from a seated position at the allowed quick access from a seated position at the 
card tables where Bat was frequently found.”card tables where Bat was frequently found.”

MODEL #1891

Holster Holster $175  $175  
Matching 1 1/2 Matching 1 1/2 belt  belt  
with Hardin buckle with Hardin buckle $115 $115 
6 loop cartridge slide 6 loop cartridge slide $75$75

Available in Black 

or Brown with 

optional  

matching belt 

and 6 loop 

cartridge slide.

OUTLAW™

The Outlaw Model is typical of the The Outlaw Model is typical of the 
Mexican  double loop style holster of the Mexican  double loop style holster of the 

old west. Fancy  individual, old style border old west. Fancy  individual, old style border 
stamping, fully leather lined, and saddle stitched. stamping, fully leather lined, and saddle stitched. 
Dark old world chestnut oil stain finishes off this Dark old world chestnut oil stain finishes off this 

true western classic. Available for all makes and true western classic. Available for all makes and 
models of revolvers. The Outlaw was popular with models of revolvers. The Outlaw was popular with 

cowboys, outlaws,gunfighters and lawmen.cowboys, outlaws,gunfighters and lawmen.

MODEL #1878

Holster Holster $250 $250 ||  Belt Belt $330 $330 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $570$570
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You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders. You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders. 
DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure to DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure to 
measure your waist WHERE you will WEAR the belt! All items are measure your waist WHERE you will WEAR the belt! All items are 

made to your specifications. Belts are stamped in even increments, i.e. made to your specifications. Belts are stamped in even increments, i.e. 
38,40,42. Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment. 38,40,42. Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment. 

The cost of corrections due to misinformation  The cost of corrections due to misinformation  
will be the customers responsibility.will be the customers responsibility.

Holster Holster $310 $310 ||  Belt Belt $285 $285 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $585$585

EL DIABLO™

EL DIABLO II™

This instant classic holster model  This instant classic holster model  
El Diablo is everything one could want  El Diablo is everything one could want  
in  an early 1900’s holster for the Colt 1911. in  an early 1900’s holster for the Colt 1911. 
 Featuring full leather lining and a hand   Featuring full leather lining and a hand  
laced welt. Can be used on belts up to 2 1/2”. laced welt. Can be used on belts up to 2 1/2”. 
Fancy border design is hand stamped for  Fancy border design is hand stamped for  
that vintage western look.that vintage western look.

 “El Diablo” Three Piece Outfit Model 1915 “El Diablo” Three Piece Outfit Model 1915

Available for most large frame semi—Available for most large frame semi—
automatics and single action and double automatics and single action and double 
action revolvers up to 8” barrel.action revolvers up to 8” barrel.

1915-H  Holster  1915-H  Holster  $280$280
1915-B  1 3/4” Ranger style dress belt  1915-B  1 3/4” Ranger style dress belt  $210$210
1915- 6R  Six round 1915- 6R  Six round revolver cartridge case revolver cartridge case $90$90
1915-M  Double magazine pouch 1915-M  Double magazine pouch $110$110

Complete Three Piece Set with 6R  Complete Three Piece Set with 6R  $570$570
Complete Three Piece Set with M  Complete Three Piece Set with M  $590$590

2 1/4” Belt cartridge Belt  2 1/4” Belt cartridge Belt  $285$285

The El Diablo II is a deluxe extra wide version The El Diablo II is a deluxe extra wide version 

 of the classic belt which is 2 1/4” wide and  of the classic belt which is 2 1/4” wide and 

 features extra fancy border stamping and 24  features extra fancy border stamping and 24 

 cartridge loops. Furnished standard with our  cartridge loops. Furnished standard with our 

 new deeply engraved Sante Fe buckle.  new deeply engraved Sante Fe buckle. 

MODEL #1915

MODEL #1915 II

1 3/4” Belt

2 1/4” Belt

2 1/4” Belt

BOUNTY HUNTER™

HOMBRE™

True to form, a top quality Gunbelt to accommodate True to form, a top quality Gunbelt to accommodate 
 the “Mare’s Leg” style pistol.  Styled after the rig worn  the “Mare’s Leg” style pistol.  Styled after the rig worn 
 by Steve McQueen in the 1950’s TV Western. by Steve McQueen in the 1950’s TV Western.

The outfit features full leather lining, “skip loop” cartridge  loops and The outfit features full leather lining, “skip loop” cartridge  loops and 
custom made hardware.  The gun mounts on a  special brass hook custom made hardware.  The gun mounts on a  special brass hook 
through the saddle ring on the left side  of the gun.  The forearm through the saddle ring on the left side  of the gun.  The forearm 
is held in place by a specially  formed leather covered clamp.is held in place by a specially  formed leather covered clamp.

Antique Chestnut stain is standard  Antique Chestnut stain is standard  

$425$425 (right hand only) (right hand only)

The Hombre cartridge belt and holster are The Hombre cartridge belt and holster are 
designed exclusively for the “Mare’s Leg.” Belt designed exclusively for the “Mare’s Leg.” Belt 

and holster outfit are fancy border stamped, and holster outfit are fancy border stamped, 
fully leather lined, saddle stitched and finished fully leather lined, saddle stitched and finished 

in antique, hand rubbed chestnut color. The rig in antique, hand rubbed chestnut color. The rig 
is topped off with a pair of special heavy cast is topped off with a pair of special heavy cast 

holster strap buckles and sewn cartridge loops.holster strap buckles and sewn cartridge loops.

MODEL #1893

MODEL #1894
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HOLLYWOOD™

Remember the golden age of  Remember the golden age of  
TV westerns during the  TV westerns during the  

1950’s and 60’s? All of your 1950’s and 60’s? All of your 
favorite cowboy stars and favorite cowboy stars and 

villains alike wore the same villains alike wore the same 
type of fast draw, buscadero type of fast draw, buscadero 

style gunbelts. The Hollywood brings style gunbelts. The Hollywood brings 
it all back from the wide, curved gun belt  it all back from the wide, curved gun belt  

to the slim holster design and featuring to the slim holster design and featuring 
an  exposed trigger guard and unique an  exposed trigger guard and unique 
reinforcing liner in the cylinder area. reinforcing liner in the cylinder area. 

MODEL #115

SLICK JIM™

Dating back to the 1850’s, 60’s & 70’s, Dating back to the 1850’s, 60’s & 70’s, 
 this holster style originated  this holster style originated 
as the California or Slim as the California or Slim 
Jim and was widely Jim and was widely 
used by frontiersman used by frontiersman 
throughout the west.  throughout the west.  
Ours is an authentic Ours is an authentic 
frontier period design, fully frontier period design, fully 
leather lined, and features a fancy stamped border.  leather lined, and features a fancy stamped border.  
Each one is custom handcrafted and made specifically Each one is custom handcrafted and made specifically 
to order for a variety of black powder, percussion and to order for a variety of black powder, percussion and 
single-action revolvers. Specify straight draw or cross draw. single-action revolvers. Specify straight draw or cross draw. 
Complete set includes a Tapered Cartridge Belt to match.Complete set includes a Tapered Cartridge Belt to match.

MODEL #1870

ACES & EIGHTS™

Styled from the legendary Styled from the legendary 
double, cross draw outfit worn double, cross draw outfit worn 

by Wild Bill Hickock under by Wild Bill Hickock under 
his typical red silk sash to his typical red silk sash to 
carry his twin percussion carry his twin percussion 

model 1851 .36 caliber Colt model 1851 .36 caliber Colt 
revolvers. Available single or revolvers. Available single or 

double for all single action style double for all single action style 
revolvers. (Sash not included)revolvers. (Sash not included)

MODEL #1871

  Border  Border
 Plain Stamped Plain Stamped

Holster  Holster  $275 $320$275 $320
Belt  Belt  $365 $395$365 $395
Single Rig Single Rig $630 $705$630 $705
Double Rig Double Rig $895 $1,015$895 $1,015

 Plain Border Stamped Plain Border Stamped

Holster  Holster  $235 $250$235 $250
Belt  Belt  $230 $280$230 $280
Complete Set Complete Set $455 $520$455 $520

Single crossdraw holster Single crossdraw holster $165$165
Belt with “US” buckle Belt with “US” buckle $130$130
Double outfit with belt as shown  Double outfit with belt as shown  $450$450

This offering is the same as  the 
#115 Hollywood, but with a 
muzzle forward, “walk-n-draw” 
style holster.

The Hollywood Double 
 shown as an alternative 
 for the two gun shooter
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PISTOLERO™

Nothing beats our Nothing beats our 

 new Pistolero for the  new Pistolero for the 

 competitive shooting  competitive shooting 

 edge. Fast access and  edge. Fast access and 

muzzle forward style muzzle forward style 

combines speed, comfort, combines speed, comfort, 

and eye appealing design. and eye appealing design. 

The Pistolero is fully leather The Pistolero is fully leather 

lined heavy duty construction with lined heavy duty construction with 

cylinder stiffener to retain holster cylinder stiffener to retain holster 

shape. Available for most revolvers shape. Available for most revolvers 

and belt styles. 43/4” to 51/2” Barrel and belt styles. 43/4” to 51/2” Barrel 

lengths. lengths. 

MODEL #106

 RENEGADE™

The new Renegade is reminiscent of an old The new Renegade is reminiscent of an old 

frontier favorite from the 1880s. The Holster frontier favorite from the 1880s. The Holster 

features a double row of border stamping and the features a double row of border stamping and the 

brief back skirt gives this model a true old world brief back skirt gives this model a true old world 

feel. Border Stamping design may be different. feel. Border Stamping design may be different. 

Available straight or cross-draw for all revolvers Available straight or cross-draw for all revolvers 

and barrel lengths You may add optional silver and barrel lengths You may add optional silver 

stars or conchos on holster band to personalize stars or conchos on holster band to personalize 

your outfit. Contact us for options.your outfit. Contact us for options.

MODEL #1885

CURLY BILL™

The Curly Bill outfit is The Curly Bill outfit is 

available as a single or available as a single or 

double gunbelt. Shown here double gunbelt. Shown here 

is the double outfit with cross-is the double outfit with cross-

draw holster. Both holster and draw holster. Both holster and 

the curved, tapered gunbelt the curved, tapered gunbelt 

is fully leather lined, saddle is fully leather lined, saddle 

stitched and fancy border stitched and fancy border 

stamped and finished in stamped and finished in 

antique, hand rubbed antique, hand rubbed 

chestnut color.chestnut color.

MODEL #1884

JOHNNY RINGO™

Frontier Gunleather’s Johnny Frontier Gunleather’s Johnny 

Ringo gunbelt features heavy duty Ringo gunbelt features heavy duty 

construction and old world styling. construction and old world styling. 

This rig captures the old world features This rig captures the old world features 

of the 1880’s, yet ever so refined to of the 1880’s, yet ever so refined to 

allow shooters every competitive allow shooters every competitive 

advantage possible. Available, advantage possible. Available, 

plain or fancy border stamped, plain or fancy border stamped, 

single or double outfit. Note single or double outfit. Note 

the special muzzle forward the special muzzle forward 

angle for quick access. angle for quick access. 

MODEL #1876

Holster Holster $260 $260 ||  Belt Belt $330 $330 ||  Single Rig Single Rig $580 $580 ||  Double Rig Double Rig $830$830

Holster  Holster  $275 $275 
Belt  Belt  $285 $285 
Single Rig  Single Rig  $550 $550 
Double Rig  Double Rig  $815$815

Holster  Holster  $265 $265 
Belt  Belt  $330 $330 
Single Rig  Single Rig  $585 $585 
Double Rig  Double Rig  $840$840

Both belts shown with optional Santa Fe buckle Both belts shown with optional Santa Fe buckle $75$75

Holster Holster $230 $230 ||  Belt Belt $230 $230 ||  
Complete Set Complete Set $450$450

Each gunbelt is a custom 
handcrafted, serial numbered 
outfit made especially for you.
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LARAMIE™

The Laramie Model Gunbelt is The Laramie Model Gunbelt is 
an extra fancy outfit to show off an extra fancy outfit to show off 
your favorite sixgun. The Laramie  your favorite sixgun. The Laramie  
incorporates all of the desirable incorporates all of the desirable 
historical features with an upgraded historical features with an upgraded 
billet design, extra fancy border stamping, billet design, extra fancy border stamping, 
fancy silver buckle and silver adornment are all fancy silver buckle and silver adornment are all 
included. Simply the best you can get.included. Simply the best you can get.

MODEL #1883

All fancy border stamping All fancy border stamping 
designs are hand done by master designs are hand done by master 
craftsman using age old leather craftsman using age old leather 
stamping tools, methods and techniques.stamping tools, methods and techniques.

Stamping designs are makers choice unless Stamping designs are makers choice unless 
otherwise specified by the customer.otherwise specified by the customer.

 AMERICAN
 LEGACY™

Western style gunbelts have a colorful Western style gunbelts have a colorful 
history in cowboy culture. The Legacy history in cowboy culture. The Legacy 
embodies all the traditional features you have embodies all the traditional features you have 
come to expect in a fine western gunbelt. come to expect in a fine western gunbelt. 
It includes fancy, double row, hand It includes fancy, double row, hand 
stamped borders; double stitching stamped borders; double stitching 
and hand laced main seam and hand laced main seam 
holster. The Hand Engraved holster. The Hand Engraved 
Sterling Silver buckle and Sterling Silver buckle and 
holster emblem is superb! holster emblem is superb! 
Each Legacy Gunbelt is Each Legacy Gunbelt is 
finished in hand rubbed, finished in hand rubbed, 
old world chestnut color and old world chestnut color and 
individually serial numbered. individually serial numbered. 
A Gold Seal Certificate of Authenticity is included.A Gold Seal Certificate of Authenticity is included.

THIS IS YOUR LEGACY!THIS IS YOUR LEGACY!

MODEL #1896

GUNFIGHTER
 SPECIAL™

The popular Gunfighter Special is a favorite choice for members of The popular Gunfighter Special is a favorite choice for members of 

the Single Action Shooting Society (SASS). Its rugged construction and the Single Action Shooting Society (SASS). Its rugged construction and 

authentic frontier period styling offer absolute historical accuracy. This authentic frontier period styling offer absolute historical accuracy. This 

1880’s period holster is a fully leather lined, double loop, and wet molded frontier period 1880’s period holster is a fully leather lined, double loop, and wet molded frontier period 

masterpiece. The matching straight cut, cartridge belt is fitted with a deluxe quality, solid masterpiece. The matching straight cut, cartridge belt is fitted with a deluxe quality, solid 

brass, triple nickel plated, authentic period buckle and fully leather lined. Fancy border brass, triple nickel plated, authentic period buckle and fully leather lined. Fancy border 

stamping subject to change at makers choice. Available as a cross draw rig as well!stamping subject to change at makers choice. Available as a cross draw rig as well!

MODEL #1881

Holster Holster $250 $250 ||  Belt Belt $330 $330 ||  Single Rig Single Rig $570 $570 ||  Double Rig Double Rig $810$810

Holster Holster $415 $415 ||  Belt Belt $515 $515 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $920$920

Holster Holster $280 $280 ||  Belt Belt $590 $590 
Complete Set Complete Set $860$860
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EL LOBO™

By popular request, we offer our classic By popular request, we offer our classic 

gunfighter rig, the El Lobo. A graceful gunfighter rig, the El Lobo. A graceful 

blending of the best selling Nuevo Laredo blending of the best selling Nuevo Laredo 

holster, with a traditional buscadero-style holster, with a traditional buscadero-style 

gunbelt. The result is a look that combines the gunbelt. The result is a look that combines the 

best features of each. True to its name “The Wolf”, best features of each. True to its name “The Wolf”, 

this holster offers a sleek look with its exposed trigger this holster offers a sleek look with its exposed trigger 

guard and slim lines, along with the quickness guard and slim lines, along with the quickness 

offered in a low slung gunbelt.offered in a low slung gunbelt.

MODEL #110

CROSSFIRE™

The The crossdrawcrossdraw style holster  style holster 

was a frontier period was a frontier period 

favorite for mounted favorite for mounted 

riders. The comfort riders. The comfort 

and easy access to and easy access to 

heavy, long barreled heavy, long barreled 

six guns was favored by cowboys that spent six guns was favored by cowboys that spent 

long hours in the saddle.long hours in the saddle.

The Crossfire model is fully leather lined, saddle The Crossfire model is fully leather lined, saddle 

stitched and finished in an antique, old world hand stitched and finished in an antique, old world hand 

rubbed chestnut color. The belt and holster are hand-rubbed chestnut color. The belt and holster are hand-

stamped in a discrete border design for an upscale look.stamped in a discrete border design for an upscale look.

Offered with either the Gunfighter, or Powder River,  or Offered with either the Gunfighter, or Powder River,  or 
Santa Fe Buckle. (Additional $75 for Santa Fe)Santa Fe Buckle. (Additional $75 for Santa Fe)

MODEL #1877

MEXICAN LOOP™

The Mexican Loop style holster is regarded as  The Mexican Loop style holster is regarded as  

the origin of frontier period holsters for the new  the origin of frontier period holsters for the new  

cartridge revolvers of the 1870’s.  This reproduction cartridge revolvers of the 1870’s.  This reproduction 

model is a faithful re-creation of the most popular model is a faithful re-creation of the most popular 

style from the American West. Fully leather style from the American West. Fully leather 

lined  and saddle stitched, wet molded for your lined  and saddle stitched, wet molded for your 

revolver and  available for all large frame single revolver and  available for all large frame single 

action revolvers. Offered in a plain finish only.action revolvers. Offered in a plain finish only.

MODEL #1872

NUEVO LAREDO™

The Laredo holster is a high-ride, The Laredo holster is a high-ride, 

compact model featuring an exposed compact model featuring an exposed 

trigger guard, narrow skirt and slight trigger guard, narrow skirt and slight 

muzzle to the rear cant. The Laredo muzzle to the rear cant. The Laredo 

 belt is a gracefully curved design for  belt is a gracefully curved design for 

enhanced comfort. Fully leather lined and enhanced comfort. Fully leather lined and 

saddle stitched with 30 cartridge loops for most saddle stitched with 30 cartridge loops for most 

sizes. Available in your choice of finish. Sterling sizes. Available in your choice of finish. Sterling 

conchos on holster (optional) at additional cost. Order conchos on holster (optional) at additional cost. Order 

this classic belt and holster combination together this classic belt and holster combination together 

or separately. Shown in light chestnut with optional or separately. Shown in light chestnut with optional 

silver  conchos and border stamp.silver  conchos and border stamp.

MODEL #104N

Holster Holster $275 $275 ||  Cartridge Belt Cartridge Belt $330 $330 ||  Full Rig Full Rig $590$590

Holster Holster $220 $220 ||  Belt Belt $220 $220 ||  Full Rig Full Rig $430$430

  Border  Border
 Plain Stamped Plain Stamped

Holster  Holster  $235 $260$235 $260
Belt  Belt  $295 $330$295 $330
Complete Rig Complete Rig $520 $580$520 $580

  Border  Border
 Plain Stamped Plain Stamped

Holster  Holster  $275 $310$275 $310
Belt  Belt  $370 $380$370 $380
Single Rig Single Rig $635 $680$635 $680

New
economically

priced!

Shown with 
optional 
 Santa Fe 

 Buckle

All gunbelts and holsters 
are interchangeable

to create a customized rig.
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The 7th Cavalry Troopers Outfit is an accurate re-creation The 7th Cavalry Troopers Outfit is an accurate re-creation 

of the gunleather worn by Custer’s U.S. 7th Cavalry at the of the gunleather worn by Custer’s U.S. 7th Cavalry at the 

ill-fated Battle of the Little Big Horn on June 25, 1876. This ill-fated Battle of the Little Big Horn on June 25, 1876. This 

three piece set consists of a standard issue, heavy duty three piece set consists of a standard issue, heavy duty 

flap holster, a matching ammo pouch and 2” adjustable flap holster, a matching ammo pouch and 2” adjustable 

duty belt with a solid brass, two-piece US buckle plate. duty belt with a solid brass, two-piece US buckle plate. 

Holster design features the correct, right hand twist Holster design features the correct, right hand twist 

draw. Available individually, or as a three-piece set as draw. Available individually, or as a three-piece set as 

shown. Offered in the old style, antique black finish.shown. Offered in the old style, antique black finish.

The Model 1875 US Army The Model 1875 US Army 

Cavalry Holster was the Cavalry Holster was the 

transitional holster of 1875 for the transitional holster of 1875 for the 

US Cavalry. The holster was designed US Cavalry. The holster was designed 

to carry both the Colt Single Action to carry both the Colt Single Action 

Army and the newer Schofield revolver Army and the newer Schofield revolver 

which was used throughout the Indian which was used throughout the Indian 

Wars period of the American West. This ruggedly Wars period of the American West. This ruggedly 

constructed holster is true to the form of the originals from constructed holster is true to the form of the originals from 

the period that were issued through the turn of the century.the period that were issued through the turn of the century.

1875 US ARMY
CAVALRY HOLSTER™

7TH CAV™

TROOPERS OUTFIT

MODEL #1875

MODEL #1874

PRICES FOR MODELS
PRICES FOR MODELS#1874 & #1875 

#1874 & #1875 Holster Holster $215 $215 ||  Pouch Pouch $95  $95  Belt Belt $130  $130  Complete 3 piece Set 
Complete 3 piece Set $410$410

GENERAL
GEORGE PATTON

OUTFIT™

Deluxe, historically accurate, fully lined belt and border Deluxe, historically accurate, fully lined belt and border 

patrol style holster with optional cartridge pouch. Available patrol style holster with optional cartridge pouch. Available 

as a complete three piece set or may be ordered separately. as a complete three piece set or may be ordered separately. 

Available for all large frame, single or double action pistols. Available for all large frame, single or double action pistols. 

Made popular by General George Patton during WWII.Made popular by General George Patton during WWII.

MODEL #1940

GENERAL
PERSHING

STYLE™

Pistol belt, holster, double .45 Pistol belt, holster, double .45 

cal pouch. Authentic gunbelt cal pouch. Authentic gunbelt 

and accessories as used by U.S. and accessories as used by U.S. 

mounted troops during the pursuit mounted troops during the pursuit 

of Pancho Villa in 1916 and used of Pancho Villa in 1916 and used 

throughout WWI and WWII.throughout WWI and WWII.

MODEL #1916

Holster Holster $275 $275 ||  Pouch Pouch $140  $140  
Belt Belt $225 $225 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $630$630

Holster Holster $295 $295 ||  Pouch Pouch $135 $135 ||  Belt Belt $225 $225 ||  Complete Set Complete Set $645$645

Each gunbelt is a custom 
handcrafted, serial numbered 
outfit made especially for you.
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NOTORIOUS
HALF-BREED™

The Half-Breed style of curved gunbelt, with The Half-Breed style of curved gunbelt, with 

modified brief back flap holster design, occurred modified brief back flap holster design, occurred 

after the turn of the century. It represented a after the turn of the century. It represented a 

transition-style from the straight cut gunbelts of transition-style from the straight cut gunbelts of 

the 1870’s to 1890’s and the Buscadero the 1870’s to 1890’s and the Buscadero 

Gunbelt of the late 1920’s.Gunbelt of the late 1920’s.

MODEL #102

WELLS FARGO™

This comfortable, practical Wells Fargo This comfortable, practical Wells Fargo 
style web cartridge belt features style web cartridge belt features 
vegetable tanned leather vegetable tanned leather 
strap ends and is a strap ends and is a 
full 2” wide. It is full 2” wide. It is 
ruggedly made ruggedly made 
for shot shells or for shot shells or 
large caliber rifle large caliber rifle 
and pistol cartridges.  and pistol cartridges.  

$165$165

MODEL #310

BANDITO™

No self respecting Bandito would be caught No self respecting Bandito would be caught 
without his trusty bandoleer cartridge without his trusty bandoleer cartridge 

carry belt. This authentic system is fully carry belt. This authentic system is fully 
adjustable for most adults and is made to adjustable for most adults and is made to 
accommodate all large caliber pistol and accommodate all large caliber pistol and 

rifle cartridges. Features include a large silver rifle cartridges. Features include a large silver 
concho fastening device just like the originals. concho fastening device just like the originals. 

$265$265

MODEL #1913

SHOTSHELL 
BELT™

Heavy Duty, leather Heavy Duty, leather 

lined and saddle lined and saddle 

stitched belt. 2 ¼” stitched belt. 2 ¼” 

wide tapering to 1 ½” for wide tapering to 1 ½” for 

comfort. Your choice of comfort. Your choice of 

shotshell and pistol caliber size shotshell and pistol caliber size 

(no .22’s)  Ideal for Cowboy Action Shooting and (no .22’s)  Ideal for Cowboy Action Shooting and 

general, all around field use. Saddle tan only.  general, all around field use. Saddle tan only.  

  $195$195

MODEL #311

DESPERADO™

This transition holster design features the This transition holster design features the 

familiar Mexican loop style holster band familiar Mexican loop style holster band 

with an exposed trigger guard. The exposed with an exposed trigger guard. The exposed 

trigger guard allows faster access to the trigger guard allows faster access to the 

trigger. Favored by Gunfighters, trigger. Favored by Gunfighters, 

Outlaws, and... Desperados. Outlaws, and... Desperados. 

Offered standard with hand-Offered standard with hand-

rubbed antique chestnut oil stain rubbed antique chestnut oil stain 

and makers choice of border and makers choice of border 

stamping.stamping.

MODEL #1887

Holster Holster $265 $265 ||  Belt Belt $325 $325 
Single Rig Single Rig $580 $580 ||  Double Rig Double Rig $835$835

Holster Holster $195  $195  
Belt Belt $230 $230 
Complete Set Complete Set $415$415

Single Action 
Holster

Double Action 
Holster

Cross Draw holsters
are available

for all models.

Shown with optional
Santa Fe Buckle.  $75$75
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FORT APACHE™

COLLECTION
MODEL #1879

LONG SHOT™

These high grade sporting rifle These high grade sporting rifle 
slings, with padded shoulder slings, with padded shoulder 
piece and silver fasteners are piece and silver fasteners are 
a perfect companion to your a perfect companion to your 

favorite long gun. Hand- tooled favorite long gun. Hand- tooled 
the old fashioned way with the old fashioned way with 

our distinctive fancy border our distinctive fancy border 
stamping, and made to fit stamping, and made to fit 
standard 1” sling swivels.standard 1” sling swivels.

Plain Plain $145$145
Border Stamped Border Stamped $165$165

MODEL #305

HAWKEYE
CUSTOM KNIFE
SHEATHS™

Truly the finest custom made knife Truly the finest custom made knife 
sheath available. The Hawkeye Knife sheath available. The Hawkeye Knife 
Sheath features a special safety kydex liner Sheath features a special safety kydex liner 
to protect you and your blade. Each heavy to protect you and your blade. Each heavy 
duty saddle stitched sheath is custom made duty saddle stitched sheath is custom made 
especially for your knife. We will work from especially for your knife. We will work from 
a measured drawing of your knife or, for the a measured drawing of your knife or, for the 
best fit may require you to send your knife.best fit may require you to send your knife.

Up to 6” bladeUp to 6” blade

  $140 $140 PlainPlain  || $165  $165 StampedStamped

AddAdd  $10 $10 an inch for blades over 6”an inch for blades over 6”

During the Indian Wars period of the frontier west, During the Indian Wars period of the frontier west, 

the U.S. Army Cavalry issued Nickel plated Colt Single the U.S. Army Cavalry issued Nickel plated Colt Single 

Action revolvers with 7 ½” barrels to Indian scouts. Action revolvers with 7 ½” barrels to Indian scouts. 

Indian squaws would often make holsters, belts, and Indian squaws would often make holsters, belts, and 

knife sheaths, appropriately adorned with decorative knife sheaths, appropriately adorned with decorative 

lacing, bead work, fringe, conchos and tribal trinkets. lacing, bead work, fringe, conchos and tribal trinkets. 

Handmade Navajo nickel silver buckle.Handmade Navajo nickel silver buckle.

Holster Holster $350 $350 ||  Belt Belt $365 $365 ||  Sheath Sheath $275  $275  ||  Set Set $950$950

We have faithfully recreated these museum 
quality, hand crafted relics to commemorate 
that colorful period of the American West. 
Each item is a unique work of historical 
significance; no two items are ever the same.
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SADDLE
SCABBARDS™

DECORATIVE
SILVER CONCHOS

SILVER HOLSTER
BUCKLE SET

DUMMY DISPLAY CARTRIDGE

HAMMER THONG

ANTIQUE AGED
FINISHED

Custom made to your rifle Custom made to your rifle 

or carbine, available plain, or carbine, available plain, 

unlined or deluxe with full unlined or deluxe with full 

leather lining with fancy old leather lining with fancy old 

style saddle stamp border style saddle stamp border 

tooling. Scabbards come tooling. Scabbards come 

complete with leather complete with leather 

mounting straps. Ideal mounting straps. Ideal 

for horse back or off for horse back or off 

road vehicles.road vehicles.

STANDARD ON MOST MODELSSTANDARD ON MOST MODELS

This oil-tanned latigo leather thong This oil-tanned latigo leather thong 

is for added pistol retention. We is for added pistol retention. We 

recommend that it be fastened recommend that it be fastened 

at all times. Easily adjusts to suitat all times. Easily adjusts to suit

your preference.your preference.

.45 Colt, old style bullet and bright .45 Colt, old style bullet and bright 

brass shell cases with expended primer. brass shell cases with expended primer. 

Perfect to safely display on your gunbelt.   Perfect to safely display on your gunbelt.   

Bag of 50 rounds   Bag of 50 rounds   $75$75 Bag of 15 rounds   Bag of 15 rounds   $$3030

Easy to adjust, latigo leather, 
hammer thong to keep your 

sixgun secure. Just pull 
to adjust tension.  
Standard on most  

models.models.

This classic silver 3-piece ranger This classic silver 3-piece ranger 

buckle set is an excellent optional buckle set is an excellent optional 

addition to your Buscadero style addition to your Buscadero style 

holster for that 1940’s look. holster for that 1940’s look. 

$125$125

Solid silver, hand engraved Solid silver, hand engraved 

conchos add a touch of  conchos add a touch of  

class to your holster.class to your holster.

3-piece combination 3-piece combination  $85 $85

Turn your rig Turn your rig 

into an instant into an instant 

artifact. We artifact. We 

carefully age carefully age 

your outfit to your outfit to 

instantly add instantly add 

years to it’s years to it’s 

appearance appearance 

without without 

 affecting  affecting 

durability.durability.

$75$75 Full rig. Full rig.

MODEL #1873

MODEL #DDC

 1873 Plain  1873 Plain Unlined Unlined 

$295 $295 
1873 Deluxe 1873 Deluxe Lined Lined 
and Border Stamped  and Border Stamped  

$430$430

Plain 
Unlined

Deluxe 
Lined and 

Border 
Stmped

CUSTOM FEATURESCUSTOM FEATURES

You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders.You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders.
DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure 

 to measure your waist WHERE you will WEAR the belt! to measure your waist WHERE you will WEAR the belt!
All items are made to your specifications.All items are made to your specifications.

Belts are stamped in even increments, i.e. 38, 40, 42.Belts are stamped in even increments, i.e. 38, 40, 42.
Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment.Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment.

The cost of corrections due to misinformation  The cost of corrections due to misinformation  
will be the customers responsibility.will be the customers responsibility.
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HEAVY DUTY PISTOL AND DRESS BELTS OPTIONAL SILVER ACCESSORIES

TROUSER BELTSTROUSER BELTS

THE SANTA FE BUCKLE

THE CALIFORNIA BUCKLE

US BUCKLE

GUNFIGHTER
BUCKLE

POWDER RIVER
BUCKLE

THE NAVAJO

THE EL DORADO

RANGER STYLE BUCKLE SET

A beautiful, heavy cast, Nickle Silver A beautiful, heavy cast, Nickle Silver 
 1 1/2” buckle, with deeply cast,  1 1/2” buckle, with deeply cast, 
ornate design.    ornate design.    

$75$75

An elegant, hand-engraved, sterling An elegant, hand-engraved, sterling 
overlay buckle. Entirely hand made overlay buckle. Entirely hand made 
to high quality jewelry standards. to high quality jewelry standards. 
 Fits 1 1/2” buckle straps. The perfect  Fits 1 1/2” buckle straps. The perfect 
complement to finish off your complement to finish off your 
custom design.  custom design.  
A Frontier Gunleather original. A Frontier Gunleather original. 

$295$295

Model   PriceModel   Price

JB1JB1    ••  $150$150  •    •  1 1/2” wide  1 1/2” wide  
tapering to 1 1/4”, fully leather  tapering to 1 1/4”, fully leather  
lined, Border stamped, 2-piece lined, Border stamped, 2-piece 
solid brass buckle and keeper. solid brass buckle and keeper. 
  

JB4JB4      ••  $195$195    
1 3/4” wide, fully lined, Border  1 3/4” wide, fully lined, Border  
stamped, ranger style belt,  stamped, ranger style belt,  
3-piece buckle set.  3-piece buckle set.  
  

JB5 JB5     ••  $110$110    
1 1/2” wide, tapering to 1 1/4”, 1 1/2” wide, tapering to 1 1/4”, 
Leather Lined 2-piece solid  Leather Lined 2-piece solid  
brass buckle set. brass buckle set. 
    

JB6JB6      ••  $155$155
1 1/2” wide, tapering to 1”  1 1/2” wide, tapering to 1”  
Leather Lined Fancy Stamped, Leather Lined Fancy Stamped, 
3-piece buckle set.3-piece buckle set.

JB7JB7      ••  $95$95
1 1/2” wide straight cut belt,  1 1/2” wide straight cut belt,  
fully lined, double row stitch  fully lined, double row stitch  
pattern on the belt.pattern on the belt.

JB8JB8      •v•v  $115$115    
1 1/2” wide straight cut belt, 1 1/2” wide straight cut belt, 
fully lined, double row stitch fully lined, double row stitch 
pattern on the belt.2-piece pattern on the belt.2-piece 
solid brass buckle set. solid brass buckle set. 

JB9JB9      ••  $120$120    
1 1/2” wide straight cut belt, 1 1/2” wide straight cut belt, 
fully lined,fancy  “lazy stitch” fully lined,fancy  “lazy stitch” 
pattern. 2-piece solid brass pattern. 2-piece solid brass 
buckle set.buckle set.

JBUSJBUS      ••  $105 $105   
2” wide 1870’s style “US” 2” wide 1870’s style “US” 
Military Belt with solid brass Military Belt with solid brass 
buckle. Black belt $120.buckle. Black belt $120.

JB12JB12      ••    $95$95    
“1 ¼” fully lined trouser belt “1 ¼” fully lined trouser belt 
with dynamic, two piece Gun with dynamic, two piece Gun 
Metal finished buckle”Metal finished buckle”

1 1/2” nickle silver, indian style 1 1/2” nickle silver, indian style 
buckle for your cartridge or dress buckle for your cartridge or dress 
belt. Collectors quality design and belt. Collectors quality design and 
antique finish.   antique finish.   

$110$110

STANDARD ON  STANDARD ON  
 MOST BELTS MOST BELTS

The traditional 1 1/2” The traditional 1 1/2” 

cartridge belt buckle from cartridge belt buckle from 

the 1880’s. Recast from an the 1880’s. Recast from an 

original, highly polished original, highly polished 

and triple nickel plated. and triple nickel plated. 

$15$15

Heavy duty 2” cast solid Heavy duty 2” cast solid 
brass Civil War style brass Civil War style 
buckle. buckle. 

$65$65

An oval 1 1/2” design An oval 1 1/2” design 
adapted from the heavy adapted from the heavy 
duty harness buckles of  duty harness buckles of  
the 1890’s. the 1890’s. 

$15$15

1 1/2” heavy cast relief design 1 1/2” heavy cast relief design 
nickle silver cartridge belt buckle. nickle silver cartridge belt buckle. 
A true classic old world design. A true classic old world design. 

$95$95

This magnificent sterling silver overlay 3-piece buckle This magnificent sterling silver overlay 3-piece buckle 

set is hand-engraved by master craftsmen, especially set is hand-engraved by master craftsmen, especially 

for Frontier Gunleather. Fits 1 1/2” buckle straps and for Frontier Gunleather. Fits 1 1/2” buckle straps and 

designed specifically for our Buscadero gunbelts, but designed specifically for our Buscadero gunbelts, but 

may be added to any cartridge belt of your choice.  may be added to any cartridge belt of your choice.  

Finely crafted jewelry quality.         Finely crafted jewelry quality.         $330$330

You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders. You must provide accurate measurements for all belt orders. 
DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure to measure your waist  DO NOT RELY ON YOUR PANT SIZE!  Use a tailors tape measure to measure your waist  

WHERE you will WEAR the belt! All items are made to your specifications. Belts are stamped in WHERE you will WEAR the belt! All items are made to your specifications. Belts are stamped in 
even increments, i.e. 38,40,42. Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment. even increments, i.e. 38,40,42. Your belt will be sized to the closest even numbered increment. 

The cost of corrections due to misinformation  The cost of corrections due to misinformation  
will be the customers responsibility.will be the customers responsibility.
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PERSONAL DEFENSE 
HOLSTERS

MODEL #501
FIELD CARRY CASE

SIGNED  
“POINT BLANK” 

BOOKLET

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

A lightweight, convenient and practical carry case for storage A lightweight, convenient and practical carry case for storage 
and transport to the shooting range. Available for all large frame and transport to the shooting range. Available for all large frame 

pistols with and without scopes. Made from mellow tanned, pistols with and without scopes. Made from mellow tanned, 
cream cowhide and custom made for your handgun.cream cowhide and custom made for your handgun.

Holding more than 200 patents, trademarks and Holding more than 200 patents, trademarks and 
copyrights, Bianchi has become one of the most copyrights, Bianchi has become one of the most 
recognizable names in the firearms industry. As recognizable names in the firearms industry. As 
the founder of Bianchi International he designed, the founder of Bianchi International he designed, 

engineered and manufactured more than 40 million engineered and manufactured more than 40 million 
holsters, gun belts and accessories. There is scarcely a holsters, gun belts and accessories. There is scarcely a 

holster produced today that does not show the early Bianchi holster produced today that does not show the early Bianchi 
design influence. Enduring and pervasive, the Bianchi design design influence. Enduring and pervasive, the Bianchi design 
concepts have profoundly affected the way millions of concepts have profoundly affected the way millions of 
shooters think about guns and holsters throughout the world.shooters think about guns and holsters throughout the world.

John Bianchi’s Shooting Method for Up Close John Bianchi’s Shooting Method for Up Close 
and Personal Defense, including Pocket Guide and Personal Defense, including Pocket Guide 

Secrets of Gun Concealment. This purpose Secrets of Gun Concealment. This purpose 
of the training of this booklet is to enable of the training of this booklet is to enable 

one to quickly and effectively stop someone one to quickly and effectively stop someone 
who is trying to make you a victim.who is trying to make you a victim. Up to 6” barrel  6 – 9” barrel  10 – 16” barrel  Up to 6” barrel  6 – 9” barrel  10 – 16” barrel 

 Small  Small $75$75 | Medium  | Medium $95$95 | Large  | Large $120$120 Signed Booklet Signed Booklet $20$20

Original Certificate Original Certificate 
of Authenticity: A personally of Authenticity: A personally 

signed certificate engraved with gold signed certificate engraved with gold 
seal, suitable for framing, will be furnished seal, suitable for framing, will be furnished 

upon request with each Frontier Gunleather holster upon request with each Frontier Gunleather holster 
set. This certifies that each product is an original set. This certifies that each product is an original 

art form, handcrafted by Bianchi craftsmen!.art form, handcrafted by Bianchi craftsmen!.

$20 each$20 each

 John Bianchi concealing  John Bianchi concealing 
27 hand guns27 hand guns
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CCII™

The new CCII OWB holster is a great combination The new CCII OWB holster is a great combination 
of the time tested “Askins Avenger” style holster of the time tested “Askins Avenger” style holster 
with a securing thumbsnap. The thumbsnap with a securing thumbsnap. The thumbsnap 
retention strap will allow you to carry your 1911 retention strap will allow you to carry your 1911 
in your favorite carry position.  in your favorite carry position.  

Made only for 1911’s in all Made only for 1911’s in all 
common barrel lengths.  common barrel lengths.  

Available left or right hand.Available left or right hand.

MODEL #240

CCII Holster CCII Holster $165$165
  / JB5 Belt    / JB5 Belt  $110$110
Single Mag Pouch  Single Mag Pouch  $45$45

CC1™

The all new Model #245 CC 1 The all new Model #245 CC 1 
Askins-Avenger hybrid features a Askins-Avenger hybrid features a 
unique dual use system that  enables unique dual use system that  enables 
the wearer to choose from either the wearer to choose from either 
IWB (Inside The Waistband) or IWB (Inside The Waistband) or 
OTB (On The Belt) with ease.OTB (On The Belt) with ease.

Whichever mode you choose to use, Whichever mode you choose to use, 
your pistol sits securely at the same your pistol sits securely at the same 
carry angle and height whether carry angle and height whether 
inside or outside the waistband. inside or outside the waistband. 
Access to your pistol is the same Access to your pistol is the same 
whether you choose IWB or OTB.  whether you choose IWB or OTB.  

Offered for the 1911 platform, most Offered for the 1911 platform, most 
Glock pistols, and medium size semi-Glock pistols, and medium size semi-
auto pistols. (Medium size pistol auto pistols. (Medium size pistol 
holsters will only have one exterior holsters will only have one exterior 
belt loop.) Please call or email belt loop.) Please call or email 
us before ordering to ensure this us before ordering to ensure this 
holster will work for your pistol. holster will work for your pistol. 

MODEL #245

CCI Holster CCI Holster $160$160

Holsters can Holsters can 
be made for all be made for all 
common barrel common barrel 

lengthslengths
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STRYKER™

The Stryker is designed for most semi-auto pistols, The Stryker is designed for most semi-auto pistols, 
and small frame revolvers, fully leather lined, and and small frame revolvers, fully leather lined, and 
double saddle stitched for rugged use and long life.double saddle stitched for rugged use and long life.

The Styker features unique, adjustable The Styker features unique, adjustable 
tension, solid brass post screws and tension, solid brass post screws and 
expanding rubber spacers to allow you expanding rubber spacers to allow you 
to adjust the retention with a coin as to adjust the retention with a coin as 
shown, to suit your own preferences.shown, to suit your own preferences.

MODEL #230

Stryker Holster Stryker Holster $125 $125 ||  JB-8 Belt JB-8 Belt $115 $115 ||  Magazine Pouch Magazine Pouch $45$45

QUICK CLIP
MAGAZINE POUCH™

At last, a quick access At last, a quick access 
magazine pouch for easy magazine pouch for easy 

on and off your belt.on and off your belt.

Streamlined, seamless, Streamlined, seamless, 
one piece construction, one piece construction, 

for compact carry.for compact carry.MODEL #207

Available for 9mm, 
.40, .45 caliber 

single and double 
stack magazines.

Saddle Tan or Black  Saddle Tan or Black  $45$45
Special Two for Special Two for  $60 $60

   Auto Quick Model #235     Auto Quick Model #235  $55$55/  JB-5 Belt /  JB-5 Belt $110 $110 / 1911 Mag Pouch / 1911 Mag Pouch $45$45

The unique minimum bulk design of the “Auto Quick” belt slide provides quick, secure The unique minimum bulk design of the “Auto Quick” belt slide provides quick, secure 
access and protects your belt from contact with your pistol. “Auto Quick” rides very close access and protects your belt from contact with your pistol. “Auto Quick” rides very close 

to the body for good concealment. This design follows the old adage...“Less is more.”to the body for good concealment. This design follows the old adage...“Less is more.”

AUTO QUICK™

MODEL #1911
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MODEL X-10

MAGNUM™

The perfect shoulder holster for heavy duty The perfect shoulder holster for heavy duty 
use in the field with large caliber pistols and use in the field with large caliber pistols and 

revolvers. Ideal for hunters, backpackers, ATV revolvers. Ideal for hunters, backpackers, ATV 
riders,  horseback riders and off road enthusiasts. riders,  horseback riders and off road enthusiasts. 

 The trail master features a strong,  comfortable  The trail master features a strong,  comfortable 
“figure eight” elastic harness,  fully adjustable “figure eight” elastic harness,  fully adjustable 

for most sizes.   Comes standard with a retention for most sizes.   Comes standard with a retention 
 strap for added security during active use. strap for added security during active use.

As Shown As Shown $275$275

This is an improved version of a 1930’s classic style This is an improved version of a 1930’s classic style 
 shoulder holster with spring clip retention device.  shoulder holster with spring clip retention device. 
 Our all new model features fully lined construction  Our all new model features fully lined construction 
 and figure eight heavy duty elastic harness with extra  and figure eight heavy duty elastic harness with extra 
 (optional) magazine pouch on opposite side for comfort  (optional) magazine pouch on opposite side for comfort 
 and counterbalance.  Available for most medium and  and counterbalance.  Available for most medium and 
 large frame semi automatics up to 5” barrel length. large frame semi automatics up to 5” barrel length.

As Shown As Shown $260$260  |  Optional Mag Pouch   |  Optional Mag Pouch $25$25

We make holsters for the 
S&W X-frame .500, .460

TRAILMASTER™

MODEL #400

ALASKAN™

Our new 3 way chest mount Our new 3 way chest mount 
holster is the ideal way to holster is the ideal way to 
carry a heavy hand gun for carry a heavy hand gun for 
long hours in the field. long hours in the field. 
The Alaskan outfit is a The Alaskan outfit is a 
heavy duty, multi-wear heavy duty, multi-wear 
holster with cartridge holster with cartridge 
loops on the removable loops on the removable 
harness. Belt loop on harness. Belt loop on 
the back of the holster the back of the holster 
allows you to wear it allows you to wear it 
on your waist belt in on your waist belt in 
straight draw or cross straight draw or cross 
draw orientation. An draw orientation. An 
excellent choice for all excellent choice for all 
climactic conditions climactic conditions 
and field carry and field carry 
from horseback, from horseback, 
4wd, ATV or on 4wd, ATV or on 
foot. Each outfit is foot. Each outfit is 
custom made for custom made for 
you and  your special you and  your special 
big hand gun.big hand gun.

MODEL #410

Cross Cross 
DrawDraw

Straight Straight 
DawDaw

Chest Chest 
DrawDraw



 

$325$325
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New and Improved. The original Speed Scabbard New and Improved. The original Speed Scabbard 
design was introduced by John Bianchi more design was introduced by John Bianchi more 
than 50 years ago and quickly became a time than 50 years ago and quickly became a time 
proven world classic. This new improved design proven world classic. This new improved design 
features a covered trigger guard and wider features a covered trigger guard and wider 
belt loop mounting for more secure wear and belt loop mounting for more secure wear and 
concealment. Available for large frame, semi concealment. Available for large frame, semi 
automatic pistols with 4 and 5 inch barrels.automatic pistols with 4 and 5 inch barrels.

EL PASO™

NEW & IMPROVED
SPEED SCABBARD™

The new El Paso The new El Paso 
gunbelt and holster gunbelt and holster 
outfit is styled like the outfit is styled like the 
Texas Rangers and Border Texas Rangers and Border 
Patrolmen wore during Patrolmen wore during 
the 1920’s through the the 1920’s through the 
early 1950’s. This rig features early 1950’s. This rig features 
a wet molded, heavy duty, high ride, a wet molded, heavy duty, high ride, 
compact holster, matching, 2” tapered belt compact holster, matching, 2” tapered belt 
and magazine pouch. May be ordered as a and magazine pouch. May be ordered as a 
complete rig as shown or as individual items. complete rig as shown or as individual items. 
Available only for the Colt Government 1911 Available only for the Colt Government 1911 
Semi-Auto and clones. Available, plain as Semi-Auto and clones. Available, plain as 
shown or fancy border stamped design.shown or fancy border stamped design.

MODEL #1911

MODEL #210

Model #210  Model #210  $125$125

  Border   Border 
  Plain Stamped  Plain Stamped

Holster Holster $190 $210 $190 $210 
Fieldmaster Belt Fieldmaster Belt $160 $175 $160 $175 
Mag Pouch Mag Pouch $45 $55 $45 $55 
Single Rig   Single Rig   $380 $435 $380 $435 

TOM THREEPERSONS™

Tom Threepersons, (1889-1969) was Tom Threepersons, (1889-1969) was 
a part Cherokee Indian, legendary and a part Cherokee Indian, legendary and 
controversial lawman and soldier of controversial lawman and soldier of 
fortune of the 1920’s. He is credited fortune of the 1920’s. He is credited 
with designing a streamlined new belt with designing a streamlined new belt 
holster that was ahead of its time. The holster that was ahead of its time. The 
holster rode high on the pants belt with holster rode high on the pants belt with 
an exposed trigger guard and slight an exposed trigger guard and slight 
forward cant. forward cant. 

Available for all single and double action Available for all single and double action 
revolvers and large frame 1911 style semi revolvers and large frame 1911 style semi 
auto pistols. The T3 holster is handmade, auto pistols. The T3 holster is handmade, 
one at a time, is fully leather lined, saddle one at a time, is fully leather lined, saddle 
stitched and form fit to your pistol. stitched and form fit to your pistol. 

MODEL #T3

This holster will fit on belts up to 2” wide.This holster will fit on belts up to 2” wide.

T3 Plain Finish T3 Plain Finish $175$175    

Fancy Border Stamp Fancy Border Stamp $195  $195  
Full Basket Weave Hand Stamping Full Basket Weave Hand Stamping $210$210

Single Action 
T3 - Shown with    

Basketweave 
 stamping.

T3 Plain Finish 
 Semi Auto 

StyleDouble 
 Action T3
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LIBERTY
“QUICKSNAP”™

“Cartridge Slides”

This Liberty “Quicksnap” model is a tried, proven, This Liberty “Quicksnap” model is a tried, proven, 
reliable design. Pioneered by John Bianchi over 50 reliable design. Pioneered by John Bianchi over 50 
years ago, this is one of the most copied holsters ever years ago, this is one of the most copied holsters ever 
designed. Available plain or fancy border stamped.designed. Available plain or fancy border stamped.

MODEL #275

2”-3” barrel 2”-3” barrel $140$140 Plain  /    Plain  /   $155$155 Border Stamped Border Stamped

4”-6” barrel 4”-6” barrel $160$160 Plain  /   Plain  /  $180$180 Border Stamped Border Stamped

Over 6” barrel Over 6” barrel $180$180 Plain  /   Plain  /  $200$200 Border Stamped Border Stamped

6 and 12 round cartridge slides availa ble  for 6 and 12 round cartridge slides availa ble  for 
your trouser belts in all colors.your trouser belts in all colors.

6 round plain 6 round plain $65  /$65  / 6 stamped  6 stamped $75$75
12 round plain $12 round plain $95  /95  / 12 stamped  12 stamped $105$105

POCKET PAL™

Designed for small frame revolvers Designed for small frame revolvers 
and semi automatics with 2” or 3” and semi automatics with 2” or 3” 
barrels. Fits the shape and contour barrels. Fits the shape and contour 
of your trouser pockets. Suede side of your trouser pockets. Suede side 
out and smooth interior surfaces out and smooth interior surfaces 
allow a easy draw while the holster allow a easy draw while the holster 
body clings to your pocket fabric.body clings to your pocket fabric.

MODEL #205

HIP CLIP™

An old time favorite, inside the waistband An old time favorite, inside the waistband 
holster is held in  place by a heavy duty spring holster is held in  place by a heavy duty spring 

clip. The body of the holster is made from clip. The body of the holster is made from 
soft and comfortable, suede side out leather. soft and comfortable, suede side out leather. 
This provides a solid nonslip surface against This provides a solid nonslip surface against 
clothing while allowing a smooth draw. The clothing while allowing a smooth draw. The 
Hip-Clip is a versatile, economical solution Hip-Clip is a versatile, economical solution 

for reliable, discrete carry. Available for most for reliable, discrete carry. Available for most 
small and medium frame revolvers and small and medium frame revolvers and 

semi automatics up to  5” barrel length.semi automatics up to  5” barrel length.

MODEL #200

Hip Clip Suede Hip Clip Suede $38$38
 Hip Clip Wet Molded, Full Grain Leather  Hip Clip Wet Molded, Full Grain Leather $75$75

Pocket Pal Pocket Pal $35   $35   

Wet Molded,
Full Grain 
Leather

Suede 
 Version

IWB Pouch 
for Magazine
Model #200P  

$25$25
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The Vulcan Model #225 holster is a refined version of 
the old “Askins Avenger” holster originally designed by 
John Bianchi to honor his friend, Col. Charles Askins, 
author, soldier  of fortune, hunter and pistolero who 
made gun history for 50 years. Handmade, one at a 
time, The Vulcan embodies the best features of the 
early Avengers with the addition of Improvements to 
comfort, access and form fit. A Timeless, minimum 
bulk, design featuring an immediate master firing grip. 

MODEL #225

Available for most large frame 
semi-autos and revolvers.

The Vulcan, Model #225 The Vulcan, Model #225 $160 $160 
JB-5 Belt JB-5 Belt $110 $110 
Single Mag Pouch Single Mag Pouch $45$45

FIELDMASTER
OUTFIT™

(Ordered separately or as a set)  The all new (Ordered separately or as a set)  The all new 
Fieldmaster line of general purpose, rugged Fieldmaster line of general purpose, rugged 
belt and holster combinations are available belt and holster combinations are available 
for all large frame handguns. Belts and for all large frame handguns. Belts and 
holsters are heavy duty, fully leather lined holsters are heavy duty, fully leather lined 
and saddle stitched. The Fieldmaster outfit is and saddle stitched. The Fieldmaster outfit is 
an excellent choice for all outdoor activities. an excellent choice for all outdoor activities. 
The cartridge belt is 2” wide, tapering to a  The cartridge belt is 2” wide, tapering to a  
1 1/2” chap buckle. Your choice of plain or 1 1/2” chap buckle. Your choice of plain or 

with 12 large caliber cartridge loops.  with 12 large caliber cartridge loops.  
The double open top magazine The double open top magazine 

pouch is an optional choice pouch is an optional choice 
for semi-auto pistols for semi-auto pistols 
and priced separately. and priced separately. 

MODEL #285

Fieldmaster Holster Fieldmaster Holster $165$165 / Double Magazine Pouch  / Double Magazine Pouch $65$65
Cartridge Belt    Plain $145  / Cartridge Belt    Plain $145  / $170$170 with 12 loops   with 12 loops  

Available  in 
plain tan  finish 

only.
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You are responsible for 
furnishing accurate belt 

measurement information 

We do not maintain stock. 

All items are custom made to 
your specifications. Follow 

measuring instructions 
carefully. Double-check 

your measurement. 

Belts are stamped in 
even increments, i.e. 

38,40,42. Your belt will be 
sized to the closest even 

numbered increment 

MAKE-OVERS DUE 
TO IMPROPER SIZING 
WILL BE CHARGED TO 

THE CUSTOMER. 

Measure WHERE you 
will WEAR the belt! 

All Frontier Gunleather belts and holsters are handcrafted of 
premium quality full grain cowhide, fully lined and saddle 
stitched, using only the highest quality hardware and hand 
finished with the finest oils, and leather dressing. 

Color & Finish 
Your custom gunleather is typically finished In a rich golden 
brown color. Old world techniques of hand-rubbed oils and 
waxes are used to give a beautiful, long lasting luster to your 
fine leather. 

Border Stamping 
Your choice of finishes are plain, smooth natural leather 
or antique border stamp design. Each choice is priced 
accordingly. Typical examples are shown throughout this 
catalog. Border Stamp Designs are makers choice and may 
vary from pictures shown unless otherwise requested. 

Silver Buckles & Trim 
Three silver buckle styles are available. Additional hand-
engraved silver conchos and trim are priced according to 
style and design. 

Finish & Design 
Each belt and holster are individually hand· crafted one-
at-a-time. No two pieces will be exactly alike. Stamping, 
carving and color will vary. This Individuality enhances the 
artistic value of your gunleather. Matching belts and holsters 
ordered together will be perfectly color matched. Items 
ordered separately at different times, may differ slightly. 
Note: We offer a wide range of custom made belts, holsters 
and accessories not shown in this catalog. Phone us for more 
information and prices. 760·895-4401. 

Caution 
All firearms are potentially dangerous and may cause great 
harm, personal injury or death. No person should handle any 
firearm unless such person has passed an accredited firearms 
safety course. Guns should be stored, transported and used 
with great care. Such care should also be used in placing 
guns into or removing guns from your holster. Your Frontier 
Gunleather holster should be used only with the specific gun 
(frame and barrel size) for which it was designed. Neither 
your gun nor your holster should be modified in any way, 
because alteration may increase the chance for accidental 
discharge. Always use the retainer strap (hammer thong) 
when your pistol is holstered. Fast draw shooting with live 
ammunition is not recommended, and should be restricted 
to full-time, paid professional shooters only. 

Disclaimer of Warranty 
Pursuant to the provisions of the California Song-Beverly Consumer 
Warranty Act, this product is sold “as is” and “with all faults”. The 
entire risk as to quality and performance of the product is with the 
buyer. Should the product prove defective following its purchase, 
the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor or retailer, 
assumes the entire risk of all necessary servicing or repair. The 
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose and all other warranties, express or implied, are excluded 
from this transaction and shall not apply to the product sold. The 
determination of the fitness or the suitability of any product for a 
specific use is the responsibility of the buyer. 

Loaded Firearms 
Carrying any handgun with a live cartridge in the chamber 
immediately in front of the firing pin may cause an accidental 
discharge. Certain single-action revolvers should only be carried 
with the hammer or firing pin resting on an empty chamber. It is 
the user’s responsibility to exercise extreme caution when handling 
or carrying any handgun, and to assume at all times that the gun 
is loaded. 

Have these 
measurements ready 

when placing your order:
Waist  
Trouser:   _________ inches

Hip 
Gunbelt:   _________ inches

Provide the MAKE, MODEL, 
CALIBER, and BARREL 

LENGTH for all holster orders.

 HOLSTER 1
 Gun Make:  ____________
 Model:  ____________
 Caliber:  ____________
 Barrel Length  _____ inches 
 Right     Left     Cross

 HOLSTER2
 Gun Make:  ____________
 Model:  ____________
 Caliber:  ____________
 Barrel Length  _____ inches 
 Right     Left     Cross

 HOLSTER 3
 Gun Make:  ____________
 Model:  ____________
 Caliber:  ____________
 Barrel Length  _____ inches 
 Right     Left     Cross

IMPORTANT!

Measure your exact WAIST size here for trouser belts
Measure your waist by putting a tape measure through your pant loops 
around your waist. DO NOT wear a belt when you do this.

Measure your exact HIP  
size here for gunbelts
The proper position to wear 
western style gunbelts in 
immediately under the trouser 
belt line in a horizontal 
position as shown.

Gun Measuring

Trouser Belt and Gunbelt Sizing

Revolvers are 
measured from the 

front of the cylinder 
to the end of the barrel

Semi-automatics  
are measured from  

the muzzle to the rear 
of the ejection port.

Holsters can be made for all common barrel lengths

IMPORTANT NOTE: With the custom made nature of our products and suppliers, as well 
as our limited annual production, styles, trim and hardware may not always be as depicted. 
You can be sure that every rig that leaves our facility will have a unique personality and 
will be a one-of-a-kind work of art.

DO NOT ESTIMATE your waist size! 
ALWAYS use A tAilor’s tApe meAsure to insure AccurAcy

Measure WHERE you will WEAR the belt!

meAsuring your gun bArrel is ESSENTIAL to A proper fit!

All product names, styles and designs are exclusive trademarks of Frontier Gunleather, Starquest Inc. No portion of this 
catalog of its products may be copied in any form whatsoever without the express, written permission of Starquest, Inc.

For safety, unload gun when measuring.

ACCURATE SIZING IS VERY IMPORTANT. 
BELTS ARE CUT AND SIZED ACCORDING 
TO THE INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE.

CRITICAL ORDERING INFORMATIONCRITICAL ORDERING INFORMATION 5150



COLLECTIBLE BIANCHI HISTOGRAPHSCOLLECTIBLE BIANCHI HISTOGRAPHS

$$49499595 each

Personally Autographed

The original ‘Histographs’ were Bianchi International advertising prints The original ‘Histographs’ were Bianchi International advertising prints 
sent to dealers from 1973 to 1981. These rare prints used actual historical sent to dealers from 1973 to 1981. These rare prints used actual historical 
clothing, leather, and weapons from John Bianchi’s Frontier Museum to clothing, leather, and weapons from John Bianchi’s Frontier Museum to 
create a historical tableau using company employees as the models.create a historical tableau using company employees as the models.

Now is your chance to obtain a limited edition reprint of this classic Now is your chance to obtain a limited edition reprint of this classic 
print print personally signedpersonally signed by the world’s foremost name in Gunleather. by the world’s foremost name in Gunleather.

Shipped rolled in Shipped rolled in 
a tube to protect a tube to protect 
the contents.the contents.

POSTER LB  
Reprint  Reprint  

of the classic  of the classic  
“Los Bandidos” “Los Bandidos” 

Histograph Print Print 
taken in 1977.taken in 1977.

27 x 16 1/2

POSTER WB  
Reprint  
of the classic  
“Wild Bunch” 
Histograph Print 
taken in 1973.

27 x 17 1/2 


